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ABSTRACT

Interbase FRET can reveal highly detailed informa-
tion about distance, orientation and dynamics in nu-
cleic acids, complementing the existing structure
and dynamics techniques. We here report the first
RNA base analogue FRET pair, consisting of the
donor tCO and the non-emissive acceptor tCnitro. The
acceptor ribonucleoside is here synthesised and in-
corporated into RNA for the first time. This FRET
pair accurately reports the average structure of A-
form RNA, and its utility for probing RNA structural
changes is demonstrated by monitoring the transi-
tion from A- to Z-form RNA. Finally, the measured
FRET data were compared with theoretical FRET pat-
terns obtained from two previously reported Z-RNA
PDB structures, to shed new light on this elusive RNA
conformation.

INTRODUCTION

The biological roles of the different RNAs are vital and
diverse, and include coding, regulation, and expression of
genes as well as catalysis. This reflects the importance of sec-
ondary and tertiary structure and dynamics for their func-
tion, which underlines the need for developing tools that can
probe such parameters (1). Förster resonance energy trans-
fer (FRET) is a process in which energy is transferred non-
radiatively between a donor and acceptor chromophore.
The efficiency of this process is highly dependent on both
distance and orientation between the chromophores; hence
information about the structure and/or relative position of
different donor- and acceptor-labelled biomolecules, under
in vitro physiological conditions or even in live cells, can
be obtained (2,3). FRET is particularly valuable for study-
ing large and flexible structures such as RNAs and RNA–
protein complexes that are not easily amenable to tradi-

tional high-resolution techniques such as NMR and X-ray
crystallography (4). The method can also be used to obtain
more detailed structure and dynamics information by, for
example, combining single-molecule FRET measurements
with detailed analysis and modelling (5).

To date, external chromophores with (supposedly) ran-
dom orientation have been used for most FRET studies
to probe co-localisation and distances, which means that
only the distance dependence is used. For example, the
ion-induced folding of kink-turns in RNA has been inves-
tigated using end-labelling with fluorescein and Cy3 (6).
One way to increase the level of information obtained from
FRET in RNA systems would be to use fluorescent base
analogues, which are firmly positioned inside the nucleic
acid and hence report on both the distance and the rel-
ative orientation between donor and acceptor. This has
been shown to allow structural changes within DNA to be
probed with high accuracy (7,8). Until now, a limited num-
ber of FBAs have been reported for RNA, e.g. tCO (9), the
thieno[3,4-d]pyrimidines (thA, thC, thG and thU) (10) and
isothiazolo[4,3-d]pyrimidines (tzA, tzC, tzG and tzU) (11), a
U surrogate with applications in RNA small molecule bind-
ing studies (12), a pyrimidine analogue for G-quadruplex
studies (13), and the expanded RNA nucleosides (xRNAs)
(14). However, interbase FRET has only been explored for
DNA using either a non-emissive acceptor (FRET-pairs
tCO–tCnitro (15), qAN1–qAnitro (8) and pA–qAnitro (16)) or
an emissive acceptor (thdG–tC) (17). The use of an emis-
sive acceptor can in theory allow for a simple colorimetric
readout and a straightforward and useful internal control
of the FRET-efficiency, provided that the emission band of
the donor and acceptor are significantly separated. How-
ever, most highly emissive FBAs emit within a fairly narrow
wavelength region (400–500 nm), and the resulting emission
overlap may add an additional layer of complexity and un-
certainty to the FRET analysis. In contrast, a non-emissive
acceptor allows the FRET efficiency to be quantified simply
as the reduction of donor fluorescence (or lifetime) relative
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Figure 1. Structure of emissive FRET donor tCO and non-emissive FRET
acceptor tCnitro.

to that of the donor alone, greatly simplifying data analysis
and improving accuracy.

Herein, we report on the first interbase FRET investiga-
tions in RNA, using the tCO–tCnitro FRET pair (Figure 1).
The non-emissive acceptor molecule, tCnitro, is synthesised
and characterised for the first time for use in RNA contexts.
In a benchmark study, we see excellent agreement between
observed and theoretically predicted FRET efficiency val-
ues for A-form RNA, with no significant signs of structural
perturbation compared with a natural A-form RNA du-
plex, indicating that this FRET pair can be used to probe
structural changes within RNA with high accuracy. More-
over, the general use of interbase FRET for investigating
structural changes in RNA is demonstrated here using the
conformational change from A- to Z-form.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The synthesis and characterisation of the ribo-tCnitro phos-
phoramidite are provided in the Supplementary Data. The
ribo-tCO phosphoramidite was synthesised according to
the literature (9). The solid-phase synthesis of tCO/tCnitro-
modified oligoribonucleotides and their characterisation
are described in the Supplementary Data.

All samples used, unless stated otherwise, were prepared
in a 10 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4 with 100
mM added NaCl and 1 mM EDTA. All samples were
mixed and handled in sterile, RNase-free environments. The
oligonucleotide concentration was determined by measur-
ing the absorption at 260 nm. The molar absorptivities of
the unmodified oligonucleotide single strands at 260 nm
were calculated using IDT’s online oligonucleotide analyser
(Integrated DNA Technologies; http://eu.idtdna.com/calc/
analyzer). Molar absorptivities of modified strands were
calculated in the same way, with the modified base replaced
by cytosine, and correcting for the molar absorptivity dif-
ference between cytosine (ε = 7400 M−1 cm−1) and tCO (ε
= 11000 M−1 cm−1) or tCnitro (ε = 9700 M−1 cm−1) at 260
nm.

Hybridisation of A-form RNA samples used for UV-
melting and circular dichroism was achieved by mixing each
donor strand with an equal amount of acceptor strand at
22◦C, followed by rapid heating to 95◦C and, after 10 min,
cooling to 5◦C at 7.5◦C h−1. The donor strand concentra-
tion during annealing was 4 �M. The A–Z form RNA sam-
ples used for UV-melting and circular dichroism were pre-

pared in a similar manner, except that each donor strand
was mixed with 30% excess of its complimentary strand (to
ensure full hybridisation of the donor strands) and that the
donor concentration during annealing was 5.08 �M.

Samples for the A-RNA FRET benchmark study were
hybridised as above with 30% excess of its complementary
strand (to ensure full hybridisation of the donor strands)
and a donor strand concentration of 2 �M during anneal-
ing.

Hybridisation of samples for the A- to Z-RNA FRET
study was achieved by mixing each donor strand with 100%
excess of its complementary strand at 22◦C, followed by
rapid heating to 75◦C and, after 10 min, cooling to 55◦C
at 1.7◦C h−1, followed by cooling to 5◦C at 60◦C h−1. The
donor strand concentration during annealing was 20 �M (a
higher concentration was chosen to promote hetero-duplex
annealing over self-annealing into hairpins).

All samples used for measuring A-form RNA were sub-
sequently diluted to 2 �M with phosphate buffer, whereas
Z-form samples were diluted with phosphate buffer and
enough NaClO4·H2O (Sigma-Aldrich) to result in the de-
sired NaClO4-concentration (8 M, unless otherwise stated),
while taking the resulting change in solution density into
account (18), as well as adjusting for differences in sample
concentration (determined by the absorption at 260 nm).

All samples were measured immediately after annealing
or stored at −20◦C between measurements.

RNA UV-melting and circular dichroism

RNA UV-melting curves were recorded on a Cary 4000
(Varian Technologies) with a programmable multi-cell tem-
perature block, by heating from 20◦C to 90◦C and subse-
quent cooling to 20◦C at a rate of 0.5◦C min−1. The ab-
sorption at 260 nm was recorded every 0.5◦C for two cycles.
The duplex concentration was 2 �M in all measurements.
The melting temperatures were calculated as the maximum
of the first derivative of the UV-melting curves after FFT-
filtered smoothing.

Circular dichroism (CD) spectra were recorded on a Chi-
rascan CD spectrometer (Applied Photophysics) scanning
between 200 and 600 nm, using an integration time of 0.5 s
and three repetitions. The duplex concentration was 2 �M
and all spectra were corrected for background contribution.

Fluorescence measurements

Steady-state emission spectra were recorded on a SPEX
Fluorolog 3 (Jobin Yvon Horiba) with an excitation wave-
length of 377 nm. The duplex concentration of all samples
was 2 �M in steady-state and lifetime measurements. Emis-
sion was recorded between 385 and 745 nm at a scan rate of
600 nm min−1.

Quantum yields were measured for duplexes with only
tCO present (i.e. no tCnitro) with an excitation wavelength of
356 nm, using quinine sulfate (�f = 54.6%) in 0.5 M H2SO4
as reference. Emission was recorded between 360 and 690
nm at a scan rate of 600 nm min−1.

Fluorescence lifetimes were determined using time-
correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC). The samples
were excited by a PicoQuant pulsed (10 MHz) laser diode
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emitting at 377 nm and the emission monochromator was
set to 460 nm. The counts were collected by a R3809U-
50 microchannel-plate photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu)
and fed into a Lifespec multi-channel analyser (Edinburgh
Analytical Instruments) with 2048 channels. The stop con-
dition was set to 10 000 counts in the top channel. Recon-
volutional fitting to bi- or triexponential functions was per-
formed using Fluofit Pro v.4 software (PicoQuant GmbH).
The average lifetimes were amplitude weighted according to
Equation (1):

〈τ 〉 =
∑

i αiτi∑
i αi

(1)

where 〈τ 〉 is the average lifetime, τi is the ith lifetime and
αi is the amplitude of the ith lifetime. Measurements were
duplicated.

The FRET efficiencies were calculated from steady-state
emission and fluorescence lifetimes according to Equations
(2 and 3):

E = 1 − IDA

ID
(2)

E = 1 − τDA

τD
(3)

where I is the integrated intensity of the donor and � is the
average lifetime of the donor. The subscripts D and DA
refers to samples with only donor and with donor and ac-
ceptor, respectively.

Theoretical FRET calculations

The Förster distance R0 (in Å) and the theoretical FRET ef-
ficiencies E were calculated according to the following equa-
tions:

R0 = 0.211
(
κ2η−4�D J (λ)

)1/6
(4)

E = R6
0

R6
0 + RDA

6 (5)

where η is the refractive index of the medium (1.4 for
biomolecules), �D is the quantum yield of the donor, J(λ) is
the overlap integral, RDA is the distance between donor and
acceptor, and �2 is an orientation factor describing the rela-
tive orientation of the donor and acceptor transition dipole
moments. With knowledge about the photophysical prop-
erties of the FRET pair (�D and J(λ)) and the relative po-
sition and orientation of the donor and acceptor (RDA and
�2), the expected transfer efficiency was calculated using the
MATLAB-based software FRETmatrix (19). The protocol
differed slightly for A- and Z-form RNA (Figure 2A) as de-
scribed below.

A-form. The average base step parameters for A-form
were taken from Olson et al. (21) Figure 2B shows the six
different base step parameters that are used to build models
of nucleic acids. To create a smooth curve that guides the
eye, each base-step was divided into 10 equally sized steps
for which a hypothetical FRET value was calculated. The

calculations utilised the orientation of the transition dipole
moments of tCO and tCnitro (22,23), and the experimentally
observed quantum yield of tCO in each sequence context:
19.1% for the A-RNA benchmark study and 20.9% for the
A- to Z-RNA study (Supplementary Tables S4 and S8). Us-
ing Equation (6), the overlap integral, JDA, was determined
experimentally to be 1.7 × 1014 nm4 M−1 cm−1 for the A-
RNA benchmark study and 1.5 × 1014 nm4 M−1 cm−1 for
A-form RNA in the A- to Z-RNA study.

JDA = ∫ ID (λ) εA (λ) λ4dλ (6)

where ID is the wavelength-dependent donor emission spec-
trum normalised to integrate to unity, εA is the wavelength-
dependent molar absorptivity of the acceptor, and λ is the
wavelength in nm.

Z-form. To enable comparison between the three previ-
ously reported Z-form structures (1T4X, 2GBX and 1QBJ),
which are 6mers, and our structure, which is a 14mer, we
utilised a method in which we extend the 6mers of the pre-
viously reported PDB-files to 14mers using averaged base-
step parameters. The PDB-files were first analysed with Web
3DNA to retrieve the base-step parameters for each struc-
ture (24). Each parameter was averaged to create structure-
specific averaged GC and CG base-step parameters. Using
these parameters, a new base-step file was created for each
structure, containing 14, instead of the original 6, base pairs.
Finally, using these base-step files, standard Watson-Crick
base-pairing geometries, the quantum yield of tCO in Z-
RNA (�f = 21.3%), and the spectral overlap between tCO

emission and tCnitro absorption in Z-RNA (JDA = 1.4 × 1014

nm4 M−1 cm−1), a theoretical FRET efficiency at different
separations for each structure were calculated using FRET-
matrix (19).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis of tCnitro

We recently reported the synthesis and RNA incorpora-
tion of the tCO-ribonucleoside and concluded that ribo-
tCO preserves the A-form duplex, maintains a high quan-
tum yield irrespective of sequence context and, hence, is
an excellent FRET donor candidate for interbase FRET
in RNA (9). In this study, we report the synthesis of the
non-emissive FRET acceptor tCnitro-ribonucleoside and its
phosphoramidite substrate 5 (Scheme 1). The 2′-O-TBS-
protected ribonucleoside of tCnitro (4, Scheme 1) was syn-
thesised on a multigram scale in a five-step protocol. The
silyl protecting group of compound 1, including the 2′-OH
TBS protection required for the final building block, was
introduced in the first step based on a previously published
methodology (25). Compound 1 was then subjected to a
Cu-catalysed C-S cross-coupling with thiol 2, which enabled
the selective formation of the C-S bond while preserving
the protecting groups and the stereochemistry of the nu-
cleoside moiety, providing compound 3 in 81% yield. The
tricyclic aromatic system of tCnitro was constructed with a
ring-closing condensation, for which PyBOP proved to be
uniquely active. Under mild conditions, the product of the
intramolecular condensation was obtained with high selec-
tivity over the intermolecular reaction. The resulting fully
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Figure 2. (A) General 3D structures of A- and Z-form RNA. (B) Illustration of the six base step parameters used when building nucleic acid structures.
Figure adapted from Lu et al. (20).
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Scheme 1. Synthesis of the tCnitro phosphoramidite 5. Reagents and conditions: (A) t-Bu2Si(OTf)2, DMF, 0◦C, 1 h; then imidazole, 0◦C, 30 min; then
TBS-Cl, RT, 12 h. (B) NH2NH2(aq.), EtOH, RT, 18 h. (C) CuI, Cs2CO3, DMSO, 60◦C, 24 h. (D) PyBOP, DBU, MeCN, 0◦C, 1 h; then RT, 4 h. (E)
Py·(HF)x, CH2Cl2, 0◦C –> RT, 6 h. (F) DMTr-Cl, Py, 0◦C, 30 min; then RT, 4 h. (G) CEP-Cl, DIPEA, THF, RT, 20 h.

protected tCnitro ribonucleoside was subsequently depro-
tected to afford compound 4. Two standard protection steps
(26,27), gave the desired tCnitro-phosphoramidite building
block 5 for oligoribonucleotide incorporation.

A-form RNA FRET benchmark

To study FRET in RNA using tCO and tCnitro, we synthe-
sised three donor sequences containing tCO and four com-
plementary acceptor sequences containing tCnitro (Figure
3A), as well as their unmodified counterparts, termed D0
and A0, respectively. These strands allow the formation of
duplexes with 2–13 bp separating the donor and acceptor.
The CD spectra of tCnitro-modified duplexes are very sim-
ilar to that of the corresponding unmodified duplex, indi-
cating that tCnitro does not perturb the A-form (Supplemen-
tary Figure S1). Furthermore, the UV-melting properties of
tCnitro-modified duplexes indicate that tCnitro, like tCO, has
a slightly stabilising effect on A-form RNA, with the degree
of stabilisation depending on nearest neighbors (1.4–1.7◦C
for 5′-CtCnitroU-3′; 3.9–4.2◦C for 5′-UtCnitroC-3′; Supple-
mentary Table S1) (9).

The fluorescence properties of tCO and tCnitro in A-form
RNA are summarised in Table 1. Importantly, tCO retains
a high and stable fluorescence quantum yield regardless of
sequence context (9), and there is an excellent overlap be-
tween the long-wavelength emission band of tCO with the
absorption band of tCnitro (Figure 4). Assuming free rota-
tion of the transition dipole moments (�2 = 2/3), the the-

Figure 3. (A) RNA sequences used to investigate the interbase FRET char-
acteristics in A-form RNA. (B) RNA sequences used for investigating the
transition from A- to Z-form RNA. The DX and AY notation of sequences
reflects positions of the donor, tCO (blue), and non-emissive acceptor,
tCnitro (orange), in the sequence, counting from (A) the 5′-end or (B) the
5′-end of the GC-repeat of the donor-containing sequence. Each sequence
combination contained only one donor and a maximum of one acceptor.
Abasic sites are denoted with an underscore. For a complete listing of all
duplexes used for this study, see Supplementary Tables S1 and S7.

oretical Förster distance for the tCO–tCnitro FRET-pair in
RNA is 28 Å, corresponding to almost one complete turn
of the A-form RNA helix.

To investigate the applicability of interbase FRET using
tCO and tCnitro in RNA systems, the measured FRET ef-
ficiency was compared with a theoretical value for A-form
RNA, which was calculated from established RNA struc-
ture and probe properties. For comparison the theoretical
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Table 1. The absorptive and fluorescence properties of tCO and tCnitro inside double-stranded A-form RNA

�abs,max [nm] εmax [M−1 cm−1] �em,max [nm] �f [%] 〈�〉 [ns]

tCOa 368–373 (370) 7400–9700 (8300) 452–460 (456) 20–25 (22) 3.8–4.7 (4.3)
tCnitro

b 449–458 (454) 6400–7100 (6800) – –

aValues based on sequences reported by Füchtbauer et al. (9) with average values shown in parenthesis.
bValues based on RNA duplexes D0A6, D0A7, D0A12 and D0A13 (this work).

Figure 4. Spectral overlap between tCO emission and tCnitro absorption in
A-form RNA. The spectra are normalised at their long-wavelength max-
ima. Measurements were performed at RT in phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, 123
mM Na+.

Figure 5. FRET efficiency between tCO and tCnitro in A-form RNA as a
function of base-pair separation. Cyan diamonds mark averaged data from
steady-state and lifetime measurements. Black diamonds mark the pre-
dicted FRET efficiency for tCO–tCnitro inside A-form RNA, with a dashed
curve showing the predicted FRET efficiency at non-integer separations.
Gray diamonds mark the predicted FRET efficiency for tCO–tCnitro inside
B-form nucleic acid, with a dashed curve showing the predicted FRET ef-
ficiency at non-integer separations. Measurements were performed at RT
in phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, 123 mM Na+.

values based on B-form RNA were also calculated. In this
study, the FRET efficiency as a function of donor-acceptor
distance was measured using both steady-state emission and
fluorescence lifetime measurements of tCO in duplexes with
and without tCnitro (Supplementary Tables S2 and S3; Sup-
plementary Figure S2). Figure 5 shows the average trans-
fer efficiency from these two methods together with the
theoretical FRET efficiency for tCO–tCnitro inside static A-
form and B-form nucleic acid. The dashed curves, showing
the transfer efficiency also at unnatural non-integer separa-
tions, is added to the figure to guide the eye. The local min-
ima of these curves originate from separations where donor
and acceptor transition dipoles would be perpendicular to
each other and hence constitute geometries where no energy

transfer can take place in this static theoretical representa-
tion of the nucleic acid structure.

The measured data follow the predicted A-form FRET
pattern closely, showing that the base analogues are firmly
stacked inside RNA and strongly suggesting that they do
not significantly perturb the RNA structure. Hence, this
benchmark study shows that the tCO–tCnitro FRET pair is
excellent for interbase FRET measurements in RNA, espe-
cially at separations of 4–12 bp. We have previously shown
how the binding of netropsin to DNA and the B- to Z-
transition in DNA can be studied using interbase FRET
(7,8). Because the photophysical properties of tCO and
tCnitro are well established (see Table 1 above), similar stud-
ies inside RNA should now be possible, making interbase
FRET using tCO–tCnitro a powerful complement to exist-
ing techniques for studying RNA structure, conformational
changes, and dynamics.

A- to Z-form FRET

To illustrate the potential of this method, we designed a
study where tCO–tCnitro interbase FRET was applied to
investigate a conformational change in RNA, in this case
the A- to Z-RNA transition. The structure of the right-
handed B-form DNA and A-form RNA are both well char-
acterised. However, both DNA and RNA can also adopt a
left-handed structure termed the Z-form. Z-form DNA was
crystallised and characterised using X-ray crystallography
for the first time in 1979 (28), whereas the first left-handed
structure of RNA was described in 1984 (29). As is the case
for Z-form DNA, the transition from A- to Z-form RNA
occurs preferentially in alternating GC-repeats but more
extreme salt conditions are needed to induce the transfor-
mation. The biological role of Z-form RNA is still unclear,
but staining with Z-RNA antibodies indicates its presence
in the cytoplasm and the nucleolus (30), and certain inter-
feron response proteins have domains that can stabilise Z-
form RNA (31). However, there is a lack of tools that can
monitor the Z-RNA structural change in live cell systems,
and structural studies on Z-RNA are scarce; only two 6mer
structures have been submitted to the PDB database: An
NMR investigation where the Z-form is induced by high salt
concentration (6 M NaClO4, PDB ID: 1T4X) and a crystal-
lographic study of Z-form RNA together with the enzyme
ADAR1 (PDB ID: 2GXB) (31,32).

To enable comparison between the structures deposited
in the PDB and those used in this study, we applied FRET
theory to predict the FRET patterns expected from tCO–
tCnitro when inserted at different positions in two oligori-
bonucleotides, each with a structure matching one of the
PDB entries mentioned above (Figure 6A). Since some
studies indicate strong similarities between the DNA and
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Figure 6. (A) Measured FRET efficiency between tCO and tCnitro for the
GC-repeat in Z-form (green circles), together with predicted FRET values
of previously reported Z-form structures: PDB entries 1T4X (blue trian-
gles, NMR structure of Z-form RNA in 6 M NaClO4), 2GXB (orange
diamonds, crystal structure of Z-form RNA bound to ADAR1) and 1QBJ
(red squares, crystal structure of Z-form DNA bound to ADAR1) (31–33).
(B) Measured FRET efficiency between tCO and tCnitro for the GC-repeat
in A-form (black squares) and Z-form (green circles). Arrows indicate the
direction of change upon switching from A- to Z-form. Measurements
were performed at RT in phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, 123 mM Na+ (A-form)
or with 8 M NaClO4 added (Z-form), and are averaged data from steady-
state and lifetime measurements.

RNA Z-form, the theoretical FRET pattern obtained using
the structure of Z-form DNA bound to ADAR1 (PDB ID:
1QBJ) was included as an additional comparison (31,33).
As can be seen in Figure 6A, the theoretical FRET pattern
for the three reported structures display overall similarities
but also significant differences due to the structural varia-
tion between them. Because the Z-form primarily occurs in
GC-repeats, our cytosine analogues provide an excellent op-
portunity to study the conformational change from A- to Z-
form RNA. Our aim with this A- to Z-form RNA study was
twofold: First, to establish if interbase FRET can be used
to probe the RNA A- to Z-transition. This conformational
change is normally monitored using CD, which requires in-
strumentation that is less common in R&D labs, consid-
erably higher sample amounts than fluorescence measure-
ments, and is not compatible with measurements in cellulo.
Second, to obtain novel structural information about Z-
RNA and place it in the context of previously determined
Z-RNA structures.

Sequences with GC-repeats are very prone to self-
dimerisation and hairpin formation, and therefore require
a different and more thorough sequence design compared
with our initial benchmark study (Figure 3A). To reduce in-
terference from hairpin formation, the GC-repeat was kept
as short as possible (14mer) while still allowing for investi-
gation of a complete helix turn, i.e. donor–acceptor sepa-

rations of up to 10 bp, without end-fraying. Furthermore,
the GC-repeat is flanked by one abasic site and eight bases
on each side. The eight flanking bases were introduced to
keep the ends together in the A-form throughout the exper-
iment, and to increase the stability of the in-frame matched
duplex, whereas the abasic sites serve as a flexible linker to
allow the GC-repeat to form Z-RNA while the ends remain
in A-form.

For this study, 8 M NaClO4 was used to induce the Z-
form. CD investigations indicate that the Z-form is stable
at room temperature for >18 h under these conditions and
that the donor and acceptor do not hinder its formation
(Supplementary Figure S3), a further indication that the
modified RNA bases serve as good analogues of their nat-
ural cytosine counterparts. To investigate the difference be-
tween FRET in A- and Z-form RNA, measurements using
both steady-state emission and fluorescence lifetimes were
performed on both conformations (Figure 6B, Supplemen-
tary Figure S4, and Supplementary Tables S5 and S6). Be-
cause the donor and acceptor in the GC sequences are in the
same strand for odd separations and in opposite strands for
even separations, the FRET pattern of the GC-repeat in A-
form is different from that of the benchmark study where
donor and acceptor are in opposite strands for all separa-
tions (Supplementary Figure S5). In the Z-form data there
is a discrepancy between steady-state- and lifetime-based
FRET efficiencies for separations seven and nine (Supple-
mentary Table S7). These two separations were measured
using same-strand labelled sequences where hairpin forma-
tion would bring the donor and acceptor very close in space
(0–2 bp). At such short distances, donor quenching may
be of direct-contact character (e.g. Dexter electron trans-
fer), and therefore occur on a timescale that is unresolvable
using our fluorescence lifetime setup. Under such circum-
stances, only the lifetime of the correctly folded fraction
of the sample, i.e. Z-form RNA duplexes, would be visi-
ble in the fluorescence decay, while the steady-state emission
would be further quenched and therefore give rise to a seem-
ingly higher FRET value. Because our results show a dif-
ference between steady-state and lifetime FRET at separa-
tion seven and nine and therefore indicate partial formation
of ‘dark species’ (e.g. hairpins) in these samples, only the
lifetime-based FRET efficiencies were used for these data
points in the subsequent evaluation (Figure 6).

First, we investigated whether RNA interbase FRET
could be used to probe the RNA A- to Z-transition. The
difference in FRET pattern between A- and Z-form RNA
is striking, with 25%-87% change in transfer efficiency for
seven out of eight investigated separations (Figure 6B), in-
dicating that the system is sensitive enough to study the
change between A- and Z-form RNA by monitoring the
change in FRET at only one or a couple of separations. The
quantum yield of tCO is essentially the same in both confor-
mations (Supplementary Table S8), strongly suggesting that
the observed changes in transfer efficiency are due to struc-
tural changes in the RNA and not due to variations in the
probe microenvironment. Taken together, this shows that
RNA interbase FRET between tCO and tCnitro separated by
4–10 bp can probe the A- to Z-RNA structural change with
high sensitivity, which further illustrates the overall adapt-
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ability of this method for investigating structural changes in
nucleic acids. The significant differences in fluorescence life-
time between the corresponding A- and Z-form RNA du-
plexes point towards possible fluorescence lifetime imaging
microscopy (FLIM) applications in which RNA specifically
in Z-form could be monitored in live cell microscopy.

Second, we compared our FRET data with the theoret-
ically obtained FRET pattern from the few existing PDB
structures. The FRET pattern we obtained for Z-form RNA
fits well with those of the previously reported structures at
short and long distances (Figure 6A). However, at interme-
diate distances (6–8 bp), the observed FRET efficiency is
considerably lower than the values calculated based on the
reported average parameters of the 6mer PDB structures.
One explanation for these discrepancies may be that the Z-
RNA structure is different for the previously reported short,
and inherently less stable, 6mer RNA compared to our
14mer system, where the ends are kept in place by A-form
RNA flanking bases. The 6mer Z-RNA structures deter-
mined with NMR or X-ray techniques may also be slightly
different from the structure in solution at more physiolog-
ically relevant RNA concentrations. Given the severe spar-
sity of reports containing structural information for Z-form
RNA, it is too early to comment extensively on the struc-
tural uniformity of this RNA duplex form. This would re-
quire a larger set of comparative studies addressing aspects
such as oligoribonucleotide length and type of associating
protein.

CONCLUSION

We have shown that the tCO–tCnitro FRET pair is well suited
to monitor interbase FRET in RNA duplexes. The probes
are firmly positioned inside the RNA and the FRET pattern
follows the predicted values for A-RNA closely. We observe
a large change in FRET efficiency as Z-RNA is formed
from the A-form using a high concentration of NaClO4,
which shows that, as in DNA, RNA interbase FRET can be
used to probe structural changes under physiological con-
ditions with high sensitivity as well as versatility regard-
ing tCO–tCnitro spacing. When comparing our measured
FRET pattern to the few existing PDB structures of Z-form
RNA, we find overall similarities but also significant differ-
ences. Differences of similar magnitude can also be found
between the PDB structures, implying that more Z-RNA
structures need to be investigated to determine whether Z-
form RNA has one uniform structure with a unique set of
parameters to extract. Considering the higher structural di-
versity and dynamics of RNA and RNA–protein complexes
compared with DNA, this represents a significant step for-
ward, not only for interbase FRET as a general nucleic acid
methodology but, importantly, for the rapidly growing field
of RNA structure and dynamics investigations in particular
and RNA research in general. Unlike most structure and
dynamics investigation techniques, interbase FRET can be
performed under physiological conditions. Hence, we envis-
age the main usefulness of this method to be in monitoring
RNA structural changes in live cell systems, either alone or
in hybrid approaches together with X-ray or NMR, to re-
veal valuable new information about the main molecules of
life, the RNAs.
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